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Character Trait:
Wisdom


Bible Point:
Good choices are those that Jesus wants 
us to make. 


Bible Verse: 
“If you really want to become wise, you 
must begin by having respect for the Lord.” 
Proverbs 9:10  (NIrV)


Bible Story:
Wise Man and Foolish Man   
Matthew 7:24-29


Overview
Wisdom is not about knowledge.  It is a 
biblical term for living each day the right 
way.  It means making the right choices in 
life.  These right choices are based on the 
truth found in the Bible.  In an age where the 
majority of people no longer accept absolute 
truth, it is important for children to realize that 
true wisdom comes from the truth found in 
following Christ. 


This lesson emphasizes making right choices 
based on the choices Jesus wants us to 
make. By making these choices, we are 
building our lives on the Rock.  


making the right choices
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Harry the Herald
Supplies:


 � Herald trumpet*
 � Scroll 


(Harry comes in with the trumpeter. The trumpeter blows the trumpet then Harry announces 
the proverb for the day.)


Hear Ye!  Hear Ye!  The king has spoken.  Hear the words of the Lord:  “If you really 
want to become wise, you must begin by having respect for the Lord.”  Proverbs 9:10
 
The king says right choices are those that Jesus would make. (Trumpet is blown once 
again.)


(Harry and the trumpeter depart.)


Jorge the Jester
Supplies:


 � Jester hat*
 � Candle and candlestick


 
Hi, I’m Jorge the Jester.  My job around the King’s court is to entertain.  I am always 
looking for a good joke, riddle or poem.  Let me try one out on you.  Here is one of my 
favorite fun poems.  The King really likes this one.


Jack be nimble
Jack be quick
Jack jump over the candlestick.


Have you heard that one?  You know, I think it needs to be changed a bit:


(Jorge should act out the parts as he recites the poem.)


Jorge be nimble
Jorge be quick
Jorge jump over the candlestick.  (He falls down, knocking the candlestick over.)







Oops.  That was not a wise choice.  That was not a good choice to jump over a candle-
stick.  If the candle would have been lit, that would have been a really bad choice.


We need to make wise choices.  That means choices Jesus would want us to make.  


Before I go, how about a joke.


Knock, knock  (who’s there)
Wise (wise who?)
Wise don’t ya laugh at my knock, knock joke?


Bible Story
Wise Man and Foolish Man  
Matthew 7:24-29


Supplies: 
 � Building blocks
 � Two boy action figures or puppets 


Jesus loved to teach by telling stories.  I am  
going to tell you a story that Jesus used to 
tell.  But I am going to need your help in  
telling this story. 


First, we need to practice making it sound like 
rain.  I want you to start by snapping your  
fingers together (or tapping their fingers 
together).  Now, rub your hands together and 
finally pat your hands on your legs.  (It should 
sound like rain as they go through these motions. 
Let them practice for a few moments.)


We are also going to need wind.  Can  
anyone blow really hard and make it sound 
like a strong wind?  
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I think we are ready.  Here is the story Jesus told:


There was a very wise man. (Show the action figure or puppet.) He decided that he wanted to 
build a house.  Where would he build his house?  He wanted a good, strong place to build his 
house.  So he found a strong rock.  There he built his house on a rock.  A rock will not move.  
It is hard.  It is a great place to build a house.  (As you talk about the house, build one with blocks.)


The house was finished.  One day it began to rain. S o the man went into the house.  (Have the 
children start snapping their fingers. Then rub their hands together followed by  
hitting the their legs.)  A huge storm came up.  It rained so hard that a flood came.  But the 
house stood strong because it was built on the solid rock.  The winds blew hard against the 
house.  (Have the kids blow.)  But the house stood firm because the wise man had built his 
house on the rock.


Now another man came along.  He was a foolish man.  (Show a different action figure or 
puppet.)  He decided that he also wanted to build a house.  Where would he build his house?  
He decided to build his house on sand.  Do you think sand is a good place to build a house?  
No, it is not.  Sand moves and you do not want to build a house on something that moves.   
So, the foolish man started building his house. (Build another house with blocks.) When it was 
finished he moved right into the house.


It began to rain.  (Have the kids go through making the rain with their hands again.)  It rained so 
much that it began to flood.  Then, the winds started blowing hard (have the kids blow.)  And 
guess what happened to the house?  It fell right down.  (Have the house fall in.)


When we make right choices we are like the wise man who built his house on the rock.  When 
we do not make good choices, we are like the foolish man who built his house on the sand.


Circle Time
Supplies:


 � Rock
 � Small container of sand


Have the children sit in a circle. 


Pass around a rock and let the children feel it. Pass around a small container of sand and let the 
children feel it. Have the children tell you the difference between the two. Ask them which one is like 
making right or wise choices and which one is like making wrong choices. Ask each child to share a 
wise choice they can make.







Prayer time
Ask Jesus to help the children make right choices.


The King’s Treasure
Supplies: 


 � Treasure chest*
 � Coins*


Preparation: Before class, place the coins inside the treasure chest.


What do you think is in the treasure chest? I will give you a clue and see if you can guess.


It is round. (Allow children an opportunity to guess after each clue.)


It’s found in a purse. 


It can be used to buy things.


 Let’s open up the treasure chest and see 
what is inside.  What do we have?  (Let kids 
tell you.)  Money.  Do you like to have mon-
ey?  What does it mean when you have lots 
and lots of money?  (You are rich.)  Do you 
know that the Bible tells us that it is more  
important to be wise than rich?  That means 
it is better to make good choices than to 
have lots of money. It might be fun to have 
money to buy lots of toys, but Jesus tells us 
that it is more important to have wisdom and 
to make right choices. 
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Snack
Supplies: 


 � Paper plates
 � Graham cracker sticks


Let the children make a picture of a house with their graham cracker sticks on the paper plates.


the king’s challenge
Caber Throw


Supplies: 
 � Pool noodle cut in half (or anything that can be safely thrown)


Have the children take turns trying to throw the pool noodle as far as they can. Have a target 
they try to hit.  


In the days of castles, knights had to work hard to learn certain skills. Being strong was 
important to the knights. One of the ways they showed their strength was by  
throwing big logs like you threw the pool noodle. They would have to practice to get it 
to go where they wanted. 


Were you able to get the pool noodle to go where you wanted it to go? It takes practice. 
Did you know that making right choices takes practice? The more we make right  
choices, the easier it is to do the right thing. We have to learn what the right choices are 
by listening to our parents, going to church, praying and listening to the Bible. Jesus 
will help us to know the right choice and then the more right choices we make, the  
better we will get at being wise.







Creative Play
Supplies: 


 � None


Pretend to be houses.  Have the children be a house on sand and fall down when the storm 
comes. Then, have them be a house on a rock and stand firm when the storm comes. 


Craft
 
Jesus Rock Reminder 


Supplies: 
 � Smooth small rocks
 � Markers


 
Preparation: Write the word “Jesus” on each rock.


Show the children the rocks and read the word to them.   
Tell them this is a reminder that Jesus helps us to make right  
choices like the wise man who built his house on the rock.   
Have them decorate the rocks with markers.


Activity Page
 
Supplies:  
•	 Copies of “Activity Page: Right”
•	 Two paper lunch bags per child


Preparation:  Draw a happy face on one lunch bag.  
Draw a sad face on the other lunch bag.  


Have the children cut out the pictures. If the child is  
making a right choice, the picture should be placed  
in the happy face bag. If the child is making  
a wrong choice, the picture should be  
placed in the sad face bag.
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Supplies 


Harry the Herald: □Herald trumpet* □Scroll 


Jorge the Jester: □Jester hat* □Candle & Candlestick


Bible Story: □Building blocks □2 boy action figures or puppets


Circle Time: □Rock □Small container of sand


The King’s Treasure: □Treasure chest* □Coins* 


Snack: □Paper plates □Graham cracker sticks


The King’s Challenge: □1 pool noodle cut in half


Creative Play: □None


Craft: □Smooth small rocks  □Markers


Activity Page: □2 lunch bags per child


□Copy of “Activity Page: Right” for each child


Take Home Paper: □Copy for each child 


*Denotes item available in optional kit from RiversEC.
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